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Working in both painting and film, Carver constructs intricate discursive systems that fuse diagrammatic 
planning, historical artifacts, natural detritus, and appropriated text, all contained within the picture plane to 
produce skeins of critical inquiry. Through his layering of machine stenciled screens, frottage and brush work, 
and the combining of scientific precision with the fantastical, Carver’s paintings develop an elusive world of 
imagery in which dense layers are splintered with negative images, like a vectorized labyrinth, set against a 
sweeping gesso ground that gathers and binds together the painting’s diverse materials. The worlds that emerge 
through Carver’s work suggest an uncanny reflection of our own, as though peering through frictional, over-
engineered realities that distort rather than cohere. In his paintings, densely textured overlays of different forms 
of image production seem to oscillate, phase, and emerge at the direction of the eye, generating the sensation of 
one realm of information becoming visible only by way of another.  

Taken as raw material for artmaking, the artist’s chosen motifs—such as surgical instruments, the Brazen Bull, or 
the Catherine Wheel—become engines for the collapse and reconstitution of painting itself. Orienting us to the 
figural rather than the figurative, toward the space of forms that mediate human interaction with the world rather 
than representations of that world, Carver guides us into new aesthetic experiences of an increasingly fraught 
human becoming. Figurative aspects that are receding, dissolving, combusting and breaking apart enmesh within 
a process prefiguring uncertain futures. As such, the new image at work in Carver’s paintings generates itself as a 
conceptual body which is only skin, our techno-cultural cognate or bodiless prosthesis.  
 
As the artist states, “Painting as a primitive form of cultural technology is abundant with all too-exploited 
analogies for the body and its viscera. Often, invoking such a metaphor, contemporary painting is described 
through anthropomorphic terms such as zombie or cadaver. These may be adequate terms for the suspension of 
the medium, analogically speaking, between autopsy and undead animism.” 
 
 
Alex Carver (b. 1984, Boise, Idaho) lives and works in New York and Boise. He earned an MFA from Columbia University, 
and a BFA from the Cooper Union. In 2021, Carver’s work was featured in Potent Stem, his second solo exhibition at 
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin, as well as Our Other Us, the 4th Art Encounters Biennial in Timisoara, Romania, curated by 
Mihnea Mircan and Kasia Redzisz. He had his first solo show, External Fixation, at Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, in 
2019. In 2018, he participated in the collaborative two-part painting show Bubble Revision, Miguel Abreu Gallery and Call 
Out Tools, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler with Avery Singer and Pieter Schoolwerth. His debut solo exhibition, Cell, was held at 
Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler in 2018. Carver’s collaborative feature film with Daniel Schmidt, The Unity of All Things, was 
presented at the 2013 Locarno International Film Festival, Switzerland. Other film works have been shown in international 
venues and festivals such as Tate Modern (London, 2014), Berlinale (2015), and the Vancouver International Film Festival 
(2013), among others.  
 
Engineer Sacrifice, his second solo exhibition with Miguel Abreu Gallery, is now on view at 88 Eldridge Street. 
 



10 Contemporary painting is a territory; it is a vast expanse of uneven 
and incoherent terrain, which is continuously transformed by 
the hands of artists en masse. Like any geography, contemporary 
painting, taken as a whole, is radically diverse in its features and 
in a state of constant flux. Features within this notional geography, 
however, differ from terrestrial geography because they are 
exclusively formed and unformed by human activity. While the 
territory of painting is principally a microgeography because of these 
qualities, it also indexes larger cultural and civilizational forces.

Within the terrain of contemporary painting there are gaping 
holes of historical amnesia and deep wells of nostalgia in the form 
of historical pastiche. The voids of historical amnesia are always 
framed by forms of nostalgia. Ignorance of the past always produces, 
paradoxically, a blind fetishization of it. So these two features of the 
landscape of contemporary painting are always found in close relation 
to one another.

However, not all of the features of this landscape reflect our 
simultaneous obsession with and ignorance of the past. Some 
formations are directed more towards futurity, oftentimes as a 
menacing horizon of civilizational collapse and planetary death or, 
conversely, as a sublime peak of post-human consciousness. Here, 
artists’ utopian and dystopian fantasies are driven by the bombast of 
technological revolution. 

Of the almost infinite sites one could choose to explore within this 
territory, I would like to meditate on these two exaggerated zones of 
activity: on the one hand, forms of historical imagination in relation 
to amnesia and nostalgia, and on the other, forms of futurity in 
relation to the apocalyptic and the transcendental. In order to ground 
this allegory, the exploration of these landscapes will be done through 
the concept and representation of the figure. 

The figure in the landscape of contemporary painting is best and 
most succinctly understood through the modality of the figurative (i.e., 
through resemblances and reflections; in short, the representation 
of the human body as we experience it perceptually in the material 
world). However, the figure can also appear more allusively as the 
figural, shifting away from resemblance and reflection toward 
the realm of concepts and forms. Form, here, does not refer to the 
material sense per se but more to the Platonic vein of a higher 
dimension of pure ideational space.

The figurative painter is likely to paint people and in doing so, 
to charm us with our own reflection manifest on the surface of 
the image as a constellation of pigment; a kind of microgeography 
through which the absorption and transmission of photons reveal us 
as we are, as we were, or as the artist wants us to be. However, it is 
almost impossible to know what the figural painter may paint because 
all of the references to the material world contained in figural works 
are somehow shifted and partially untethered from their referents—in 
a word, transfigured. This shift is not metaphysically absolute, like 
a messiah, but more aspirationally directed toward a new aesthetic 
experience. The figural painter simultaneously desires to reveal new 
concepts through new forms and, conversely, new forms from new 
concepts. Because of these tendencies, figurative painters are often 
preoccupied with the history of painting and its traditional forms 
of representation, or lack of representation. In contrast, figural 
painters are more directed toward futurity through the hysteria of 
technological development. This is because technology has the ability 
to reshape the world and, perhaps more significantly, our relationship 
to it, giving rise to new forms of knowing and being.

At this moment in the territory of contemporary painting, the 
features of amnesia, nostalgia, the apocalyptic, and the transcendental 

“And now, I said, let me show in a figure how far our nature is enlightened 
or unenlightened.”

– Plato, The Republic, Book VII, 513a

THE FIGURATIVE 
AND FIGURAL MEMBRANE

Alex Carver

Aboriginal cave paintings at Injalak Hill 
at Gunbalanya (Oenpelli) in West Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, Australia.
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12 are being radically reshaped by a dominant civilizational force: the 
ascendance of artificial intelligence (AI). While it is often the case 
that figurative and figural painters are oppositional to one another 
within the landscape of contemporary painting (towards the past and 
future, respectively), the emergence of AI poses an existential crisis 
for both. Because of this, the figurative painter must reckon with the 
material body as something that was once central to identity but may 
soon only function as a form of frailty and finitude that is eclipsed by 
a post-human, post-body form of being in the world. For the figurative 
artist to succeed in restating the importance of the physical body, they 
must simultaneously avoid historical amnesia and overcome the lure 
of nostalgia as a reactionary retreat from an inhospitable present. 
In contrast, the figural painter’s task may be to question whether 
truly novel and meaningful forms can be produced from the fervor 
of technological advancement. In doing so, the figural painter must 
synthesize both the apocalyptic (dystopian) and transcendent (utopian) 
hyperbolizing of this frontier of civilizational transformation.

Although both the figurative and figural can provoke real and 
profound questions about larger civilizational upheaval, especially in 
relationship to AI, they are nevertheless limited by their respective 
myopias. After all, the utilization of novel technological processes does 
not, in itself, make a compelling work of art. Nor does the restaging of 
historically significant painting styles populated with contemporary 
subjects mean that history has been bridged successfully or succinctly.

Just as the Futurists—whose beautiful and now clearly naive 
manifesto was published in 1909—spoke poetically about the rise 
of machines and valorized upheaval and violence, so too will the 
ubiquity of cyborgenic aesthetics in contemporary painting be viewed 
in retrospect as more fantasy-based than anything else. Similarly, 
contemporary figurative works that deploy historical pastiche in 
styles, from Picasso to Ingres, will likely be seen as regressive and 
willfully ignorant of both the past and present in the coming years.

However, common ground does exist, as much between the 
features of these respective landscapes as between the figures 
who inhabit them, be they figurative or figural. Although I would 
argue that AI is more figural than figurative, because it refers to a 
whole constellation of ontological and epistemological concepts, it 
nevertheless casts into sharp relief the importance of the material 
body. Today’s figurative painters will likely be highly relevant to the 
coming excesses of cybernetic hysteria and deathlessness should they 
come to pass. Whether figurative or figural, both forms will perish in 
an unchecked accelerationist orgasm of global economic abstraction; 
there will be no concepts and no bodies on a space station orbiting 
a dead Earth, which is busy mining cryptocurrencies until the Sun 
engulfs it in a supernova. 

While both terms are useful, the need for a third is implicit in this 
notional dyad of painterly disposition. The third term must synthesize 
the literal and material qualities of the body with the aspirational and 
speculative realm of concepts in order to stand against the evacuating 
power of AI. This term must be malleable, resilient, entirely porous, 
and totally delimited.

In searching for a synthesis of the figurative and figural, one 
must recall painting’s unique powers as a primitive form of cultural 
technology that perhaps best expresses our collective intelligence 
for compression (compression as in collapse and conflation of both 
the feeling of spaces and, reciprocally, the space of feelings). Any 
glance at painting, transculturally or transhistorically, reveals this 
prodigious capacity. Whether it be the methodical and hypnotic 
paintings of the Aboriginal Dreamtime or the dense geometric 
space of Persian miniatures, a profound collapse of experience is 

Dust Muhammad, The Story Of Haftvad And The Worm, 
Folio From The Shahnama Of Shah Tahmasp, ca. 1540. Sadruddin Aga khan Collection.
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14condensed and assembled on the surface as both a figurative and 
figural microgeography. Painting’s sensitivity (its ability to catch 
and restructure experience) is analogous to our largest and most 
outwardly facing organ, the skin. The third term could then be 
called membrane, because it is biological (figurative) but also 
conceptual (figural). 

In order to explore the third term, membrane, we will need to 
borrow some of the maniacal powers of AI to appreciate its potential 
scope. While new algorithmic forms are constantly emerging from 
the frontiers of computer science as they relate to the mass culling 
and reconfiguration of information, their current manifestations 
fall short of profound aesthetic experience. For instance, Google’s 
Deep Dream is a computer vision program that uses a convolutional 
neural network to find and enhance patterns in images. However, it 
ultimately produces things that look less interesting than the average 
psychedelic ephemera we’ve had laying around since the 1960s. 
Similarly, DALL-E mini is a meme generator that draws on statistical 
patterns gathered from thirty million labeled images to extract 
connections between words and pixels, but the result is essentially 
collage for those too lazy to draw. That being said, the process of 
image creation with these soft forms of AI is profoundly interesting, 
while the result is predictably banal. In an appreciation for the 
process and scope of machine learning, we would do well to imitate AI 
in our own limited way when we try to conceptualize complex things, 
such as the landscape of painting.

In imagining painting as the most skin-like of our civilizational 
products in its totality, I invite you to conjure a fantastical topology 
made from every single painting on Earth formed into a massive 
membrane, which is like a Möbius loop folding back onto itself 
infinitely. If we were to walk on its surface and gaze down upon 
it, we’d wonder if it was the most intricate map ever created or an 
actual territory made manifest by millions of hands pushing trillions 
of molecules of pigment into hyper-specific geographic formations. 
Simultaneously, this speculative territory feels us and is felt by 
us as a sensory organ of incomprehensible scale. This is because 
the informational matrix of the membrane, like the skin of our 
bodies, functions as a vast network of exchange and transformation 
(exchange in the form of sensory data [perception] and transformation 
in the sense of metabolic activity [conceptualization]). Yet, as skin-like 
as the painting membrane appears, it is only so in a figural way—as a 
complex organ through which a tenuous inside and outside 
is maintained.

Because painting is so vast that we will never fully trace its 
contours, we will never come to know the shape of its body—and this 
is to the benefit of the medium and its practitioners. As we make 
the imperceptible turn on the grand Möbius of painting, we do so 
continuously without passing from an outside to an inside, and yet, 
paradoxically, the membrane of painting insists that we do precisely 
this. All of our terms, like speculative objects in a Möbius world, 
can spontaneously change their orientedness. A lefthanded glove 
need only be carried along the surface in order for it to become a 
righthanded glove. In gleaning this feature of our topology-of-all-
paintings, we can observe the spontaneous change in the orientations 
of our concepts and forms: amnesia becomes nostalgia, the apocalyptic 
becomes transcendent, and the figurative becomes figural. I would 
argue that this spontaneous reorientation of terms is only meaningful 
if it is precisely observed and recorded back into the material and 
ideo-membrane of painting both figuratively and figurally. Mosaic from a Roman Villa in Sentinum 

(present day Italy) 
depicting Aion holding a Möbius strip, ca. 200–250 CE.
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Interviews on a  
New Spatial Paradigm 
in the Digital Age

Zoe Stillpass

Media theorist Lev Manovich has written, “The computer era introduces a dif-
ferent paradigm. This paradigm is concerned not with time but with space.”1 
Indeed, departing from prior emphases on medium specificity and flatness,  
artists and theorists have developed novel approaches to thinking about space in 
visual imagery. Through the remediation of established media, software offers 
artists previously unthought-of ways to configure space. These spatial recon-
figurations correspond to a recent reconsideration of the relationship between 
the human and technology. While the digital regime provides new democratic 
means of producing and distributing artworks, concomitantly, it establishes 
forms of control administered through a global network and through the free 
flow of international capital. Whether for good or for bad, the digital has pro-
liferated and permeated all of social space, leaving us in a situation where there 
appears to be no inside or outside.2 In the following series of interviews, I asked 
several artists about the role of digitalization in spatially composing an image. 
All of the interviewees are preeminent American contemporary artists who have 
shown extensively around the world. While these are not the only innovators 
who are transforming visual representation, I chose these particular artists for 
several reasons. First, although they have all received international recognition 
in the contemporary art world, they are lesser known by European art historians 
and academics. Secondly, they each work in different media and employ dispa-
rate techniques. Finally, they each approach spatial composition and the digital 
from their own unique angle.

1 Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media, Cambridge (MA), 2001, p. 145.
2 According to media theorist McKenzie Wark, our social reality is manufactured by the “military entertain-

ment complex,” creating an all-encompassing “gamespace” with no inside or outside. See, for example, 
McKenzie Wark, Gamer Theory, Cambridge (MA), 2007. 

Zoe Stillpass, Interviews on a New Spatial Paradigm in the Digital Age (Passages online 10), dans: Gunthert et al. (ed.), Nouveaux médias: mythes 
et expérimentations dans les arts, Heidelberg: arthistoricum.net 2021, p. 83-104, https://doi.org/10.11588/arthistoricum.825.c11525

Zoe Stillpass, “Interviews on a New Spatial Paradigm in the Digital Age,” in: Gunthert et al. (ed.), Nouveaux médias: mythes
et expérimentations dans les arts, Heidelberg: arthistoricum.net 2021, p. 83-104, https://doi.org/10.11588/arthistoricum.825.c11525
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Zoe Stillpass

 SP: We haven’t read Laura U. Marks’s book, so we probably shouldn’t speak to 
her algorithmic aesthetic experience. But we are really interested in patterns, 
both as decorative motifs and as images, that through repetition do not neces-
sarily represent what they depict but rather become interchangeable pieces of 
information. As you mentioned before, our work has always sought to reduce 
forms to their most basic components. The way we work with images is no dif-
ferent. If everything is interchangeable, you can better make connections across 
seemingly disparate concepts. 

ALEXANDER CARVER

Alexander Carver (b. 1984) lives and works in New York City. Carver is a 
graduate of Cooper Union, New York, and received his MFA from Columbia 
University, New York. Carver’s work has been exhibited and screened in inter-
national venues and in festivals including Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York; 
Tate Modern, London; Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin; Lincoln Center, New 
York; Berlinale, Berlin; Biennale of the Moving Image, Geneva; the Melbourne 
International Film Festival, Melbourne; the Brooklyn Academy of Music, New 
York; the Locarno International Film Festival, Locarno; and the Vancouver 
International Film Festival, Vancouver. Carver’s works are held in the collec-
tions of the Ringier Collection, Zurich; the Langen Foundation, Neuss; and the 
GOME Art Foundation, Hong Kong.

What digital tools have you used in your paintings? In these works, you 
have made specific references to the software program AutoCAD. Have you 
used this and other digital programs? And if so, what spatial effects have 
resulted that would not have been possible through traditional means?

In the past, I have worked for architects and as a contractor. I think this is the 
principal reason for my interest in the built environment and the attendant 
computer-based design aids used by architects. Because paintings hang on the 
interior building envelope, they are always framed by and contextualized within 
architectural space. Historically, there are many interesting ways in which paint-
ings, either as discrete objects or murals, refer to their built-environment con-
text. Altarpieces, for instance, would sometimes invoke a trompe l’oeil effect 
that not only mirrored some of the architectural elements surrounding it but 
also imitated the lighting conditions and shadows that illuminated the cathedral 
itself. This would produce the effect of a ‘virtual’ extension of the ‘actual’ space. 
In this regard, painting prefigured virtual reality. 

In my current painting practice (fig. 3), I often think through diagrammatic 
and spatial concepts using Sketchup, Photoshop, and Illustrator. I am partly 
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interested in these programs for the interface logic that they impose upon one’s 
thinking. The layering and compression of digital tools make possible certain 
kinds of compositional density and visual disorientation. I then interpolate this 
computer-based exploration into an analog process achieved with paint. One of 
my favorite ways to do this is by cutting elaborate stencils out of vinyl from vec-
tor files I generate myself using Photoshop and Illustrator. In addition to inter-
polating digital space into painted space, I also enjoy exploring analog painting 
processes that invoke or imitate digital effects. I often achieve this with frottage: 
I place objects behind the canvas and make an impression of them with oil paint. 
This creates an uncanny effect that appears hyper-dimensional and highly ren-
dered but is also entirely flat and devoid of any conventional strategies used 
in painting to achieve ‘realism.’ This indexical mark-making leaves a painterly 
ghost of an actual object on the membrane of the canvas. This process is analo-
gous to the indexical data-points in 3D scanning technology that create a digital 
facsimile of an actual object.

As you mentioned, you have mixed digital processes with analog means of 
silkscreen printing, creating frottage with oil paint, and hand-cutting sten-
cils. At the same time, your paintings incorporate dismembered bodies, 
appropriated legal texts, computer screens, patents, and architectural dia-
grams. Could you speak about how, through these various techniques and 
this imagery, your paintings present a space that mixes together the three 

3 Alexander Carver, All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace, oil on linen, 73 11/16 x 109 x 1 
2/16 inches, 2020, photo: Holger Niehaus
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modes of place distinguished by Henri Lefebvre, that is, the mentally con-
ceived, the subjectively perceived, and the socially lived?
 
I was introduced to Lefebvre in a graduate school. Lefebvre’s book The 
Production of Space15 was hugely revelatory to me at the time, especially as I was 
considering pursuing more of an urbanist line of artistic practice. After graduate 
school, I took a hiatus from the studio and engaged in a couple of collaborative 
film projects with a very close friend, Daniel Schmidt. My excitement for criti-
cal geography ended up influencing the film projects I coauthored with Daniel in 
their embrace of disorientating narratives about globalism and transculturation. 
I am attracted to filmmaking for many of the same reasons I am to painting.  
Both mediums have an immense, though different, capacity of compressing 
space, that is, all three modes of place differentiated by Lefebvre. In part, I invoke 
these different spatial-conceptual frameworks to challenge the medium of paint-
ing itself, to ask what is possible materially and conceptually from this primitive 
cultural technology. In framing painting as a cultural technology, I like to think of 
it as an interface that mediates between different spatial realities, between cer-
tain civilizations, bodies, or information and their representation. Painting has 
a membrane quality; it is a kind of skin or immunological organ that regulates 
what is rejected and absorbed by the body, what things are captured and what 
things are repelled. Moreover, the multiple layers of my compositions evoke 
surgical grafting. For me, there is something stupid, or wrong-headed, about 
eroticizing legal text or architectural diagrams, especially through painting.  
I attempt to integrate material processes (frottage, stenciling) and content (legal 
text, architectural diagrams, medieval woodcuts) that are not particularly well 
suited to the medium of painting, at least by conventional standards. In this 
way, I hope to find novel forms. 
 
One image, in particular, stood out to me years ago; it was one of the main rea-
sons I returned to painting after making films. The image is an unattributed 
woodblock from the fifteenth century, likely Germanic in origin. It depicts a 
brutal execution by saw, whereby a person is cut in two while suspended from 
a wooden frame. This scene appealed to my fascination with bodies as raw 
material for the state as well as for art. I imagined this split body, both alive and 
dead, contained within a discrete frame as an icon to exploit via the medium 
of painting. For me, the split body suggested the slippery relationship between 
the virtual and the actual as well as the mental and social spaces through which 
we conceive our bodies. After all, bodies are entirely material and entirely con-
ceptual and, in both cases, wholly pluralistic in their culturally subjective terms. 
When it comes to spatiality and the body, I tend towards a constructivist view-
point largely influenced by Lefebvre. Thus, it makes sense for me to invoke 

15 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, Donald Nicholson-Smith (trans.), Oxford, 1991. 
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artifacts and abstractions such as legal texts, which are tied to a particular civ-
ilization. For me, there exists an imaginary viewer who stands on the other side 
of my paintings at some unknowable future moment, and the presence of these 
artifacts and abstractions becomes a banal marker of time, not time in the sense 
of physics but time in the sense of culturally subjective spatiality.
 
In the exhibits Call Out Tools and Bubble Revision, along with Pieter 
Schoolwerth and Avery Singer you presented a series of works that picture 
a futuristic park that the press release describes as “a radically new kind of 
public space that reimagines the demands of heterogeneous use.”16 Could 
you explain how your paintings counter the digital aspects of the bureau-
cratic planning and architecture and the extensive surveillance that sus-
tain our contemporary “society of control”?17
 
Pieter Schoolwerth had the idea that we should all work from the same digital 
model for our group exhibition as a way to disrupt the banality of simply exhi- 
biting our works alongside one another. As the three of us had all used digital 
tools in different capacities before in our work, it made sense to pursue a com-
mon digital space from which we could each generate paintings.
 
I had just finished my first solo gallery exhibition, which I designed around a 
satirical diagram of a hypothetical prison complex powered passively by green 
energy.18 For these paintings, I grafted different ideological systems and design 
patents into a single elegant material flow. The result was a modular prison pow-
ered by naturally occurring bioelectricity harnessed from a large monocultural 
banana plantation, which itself was entirely sustained by the water and nutri-
ents contained within the prisoners’ sewage. In essence, the show revolved 
around the node of the prison toilet. 
 
I wanted to continue this exploration by taking the public toilet as a theme for 
our group show. However, this turned out to be a bit limiting for both Pieter and 
Avery, so we evolved the virtual space into more of a public park in keeping with 
the kinds of overly designed large-scale developments that have already signi- 
ficantly reshaped the landscape of New York City, like Hudson Yards, the High 
Line, and Diller Park (currently under construction). I spent around a hundred 
hours designing a virtual development that consisted of large water-collecting 

16 Carver, Schoolwerth, and Singer, Call Out Tools, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin, 29 September–24 
November 2018. Bubble Revision was a sequel collaborative exhibition, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, 
4 November–23 December 2018. The quote is from the press release of Call Out Tools, written by Mike 
Cavuto, URL: https://www.k-t-z.com/exhibitions/15-call-out-tools-alexander-carver-pieter-schoolwerth-
avery-singer/press_release_text (accessed 14 December 2020). 

17 Gilles Deleuze, “Postscript on the Societies of Control,” in October 59, 1992, pp. 3–7.
18 Carver, Cell, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin, 10 March–14 April 2018. 
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cisterns, public baths, and conspicuously transparent public toilets. We were 
essentially celebrating the very dysfunctions we were attempting to satirize. 
 
My paintings for this show became an extension of the design process. For me, 
what is interesting about the works I made for these shows is not so much how 
they counter the problems of bureaucratic planning or the perversity of large-
scale urban development lensed through computer-aided design, but more so 
how they seem to embody these very problems. The works are subversive inso-
far as they represent the problem without presenting any kind of visible critique.
 
In recent years, you have depicted modern robotic techniques of surgery as 
an allegory of new digital means of representation. These images are inter-
laced with woodcuts rendered in reversed ground depicting medieval sur-
gical procedures. How would you describe the very strange spatial effects 
that result from this strategy?
 
For my first solo exhibition in New York, I made a series of paintings that were 
inspired by biomedical technology and imaging.19 This pivot from earlier sub-
ject matter was a way for me to refocus on the body and narrow the architec-
tural frame surrounding it from something quite sprawling like a prison complex 
or urban development to the more intimate and tightly controlled space of the 
surgical theatre. During this time, I began thinking about surgery, particularly 
modern surgical techniques and how I found them somewhat analogous to my 
idiosyncratic painting processes. While many artists now build their practices 
directly around the epistemological and perhaps ontological shift caused by 
the internet and the proliferation of virtual space, I would like to explore a more 
ambiguous zone where the material body is still very much the center of my 
work. While I do consider myself a figurative painter, I would like to believe that 
I am pursuing a painting that is less dependent on previous historically known 
styles of representation.
 
Perversely, I have been referencing medieval woodblocks as an extension of or 
amendment to the sawed figure that I discussed above. While, at first, I wanted 
to cut the body apart, I am now exploring some of the contradictions of that 
act through the analogy of surgery. In the works you are referring to, I pursued 
a found-image painting, whereby I superimposed and interweaved two ready-
made images to produce a third, destabilized space. I achieved this through a 
procedure of painting in layers by which a complex photographic space is ren-
dered down into thick black lines of oil paint laid over a reverse ground medi-
eval woodblock. In effect, this process is a graft of two readymade images in a 
wholly unoriginal mode of postmodern stylistic juxtaposition. Bizarrely, the 

19 Carver, External Fixation, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, 3 November–22 December 2019.
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I wanted to continue this exploration by taking the public toilet as a theme for 
our group show. However, this turned out to be a bit limiting for both Pieter and 
Avery, so we evolved the virtual space into more of a public park in keeping with 
the kinds of overly designed large-scale developments that have already signi- 
ficantly reshaped the landscape of New York City, like Hudson Yards, the High 
Line, and Diller Park (currently under construction). I spent around a hundred 
hours designing a virtual development that consisted of large water-collecting 

16 Carver, Schoolwerth, and Singer, Call Out Tools, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin, 29 September–24 
November 2018. Bubble Revision was a sequel collaborative exhibition, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, 
4 November–23 December 2018. The quote is from the press release of Call Out Tools, written by Mike 
Cavuto, URL: https://www.k-t-z.com/exhibitions/15-call-out-tools-alexander-carver-pieter-schoolwerth-
avery-singer/press_release_text (accessed 14 December 2020). 

17 Gilles Deleuze, “Postscript on the Societies of Control,” in October 59, 1992, pp. 3–7.
18 Carver, Cell, Kraupa-Tuskany Zeidler, Berlin, 10 March–14 April 2018. 
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cisterns, public baths, and conspicuously transparent public toilets. We were 
essentially celebrating the very dysfunctions we were attempting to satirize. 
 
My paintings for this show became an extension of the design process. For me, 
what is interesting about the works I made for these shows is not so much how 
they counter the problems of bureaucratic planning or the perversity of large-
scale urban development lensed through computer-aided design, but more so 
how they seem to embody these very problems. The works are subversive inso-
far as they represent the problem without presenting any kind of visible critique.
 
In recent years, you have depicted modern robotic techniques of surgery as 
an allegory of new digital means of representation. These images are inter-
laced with woodcuts rendered in reversed ground depicting medieval sur-
gical procedures. How would you describe the very strange spatial effects 
that result from this strategy?
 
For my first solo exhibition in New York, I made a series of paintings that were 
inspired by biomedical technology and imaging.19 This pivot from earlier sub-
ject matter was a way for me to refocus on the body and narrow the architec-
tural frame surrounding it from something quite sprawling like a prison complex 
or urban development to the more intimate and tightly controlled space of the 
surgical theatre. During this time, I began thinking about surgery, particularly 
modern surgical techniques and how I found them somewhat analogous to my 
idiosyncratic painting processes. While many artists now build their practices 
directly around the epistemological and perhaps ontological shift caused by 
the internet and the proliferation of virtual space, I would like to explore a more 
ambiguous zone where the material body is still very much the center of my 
work. While I do consider myself a figurative painter, I would like to believe that 
I am pursuing a painting that is less dependent on previous historically known 
styles of representation.
 
Perversely, I have been referencing medieval woodblocks as an extension of or 
amendment to the sawed figure that I discussed above. While, at first, I wanted 
to cut the body apart, I am now exploring some of the contradictions of that 
act through the analogy of surgery. In the works you are referring to, I pursued 
a found-image painting, whereby I superimposed and interweaved two ready-
made images to produce a third, destabilized space. I achieved this through a 
procedure of painting in layers by which a complex photographic space is ren-
dered down into thick black lines of oil paint laid over a reverse ground medi-
eval woodblock. In effect, this process is a graft of two readymade images in a 
wholly unoriginal mode of postmodern stylistic juxtaposition. Bizarrely, the 

19 Carver, External Fixation, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, 3 November–22 December 2019.
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resulting image completely transcends this part/whole problem and produces a 
genuinely novel spatial condition. They are at once textile-like tapestries in their 
proto-painting, proto-digital effect as much as they are entirely emblematic of 
a new kind of screen space or holography that we associate with advanced bio-
medical scans. 

JOHN HOUCK

John Houck (b. 1977) has had recent solo exhibitions at Dallas Contemporary; 
Boesky West, Aspen; On Stellar Rays, New York; and Johan Berggren Gallery, 
Malmö, Sweden. He has also participated in group shows at the International 
Center of Photography, New York; MoMA, New York; and the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art (LACMA). His works are held in the collections of 
LACMA and of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York. He has an 
MFA from the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), and a BA from the 
University of Colorado, Boulder. He also completed the Whitney Independent 
Study Program and the program of the Skowhegan School of Painting and 
Sculpture. He lives and works in Los Angeles.

In your Aggregate series, you write a software program that you then print 
out and fold, and repeatedly rephotograph a number of times. Through 
this procedure, you push the original digital image beyond its limitations. 
A moiré pattern, a fringing of colors, and ghosting occur. The image oscil-
lates. Would you say that the resulting release of energy brings into view 
the idea that the image has an inside, a subjectivity? 

I hadn’t thought about it in those terms, but I like them. For me, the “release of 
energy” is the fold, and maybe this interrupts the “subjectivity” of the image. 
The subjectivity of the image is so repetitive and overwhelming now that images 
are made and distributed digitally. I wanted to find some way to work through 
that repetition and also to interrupt it with something more human, like desire. 
When I first started making the Aggregates, I think the iterative loop of rephoto-
graphing them emerged out of my years of software engineering. Programming 
creates a very tight feedback loop of writing lines of code, compiling, and exe-
cuting. When I started to make my photographs by rephotographing them, I felt 
a real comfort, not unlike the feeling of writing code. However, that kind of repe- 
tition also feels a bit too systematic and repetitive, which is why I quit program-
ming and why the fold became an important element. Disrupting the flatness 
of the photograph and asserting some subjectivity through folding and color 
arrangements allowed me to interrupt photography. Additionally, like you point 
out, as the process accumulates errors and resolution gets lost with each step, 
the picture starts to oscillate. 
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19 Carver, External Fixation, Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, 3 November–22 December 2019.
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A still from Benjamin Crotty's "Fort Buchanan."

(Courtesy Film Society of Lincoln Center)

Benjamin Crotty, Gabriel Abrantes, Daniel Schmidt, and Alexander Carver — the filmmakers whose
work is the focus of the new series “Friends with Benefits,” at the Film Society of Lincoln Center — don’t
actually make films, at least not in the traditional sense: Their creations straddle a line, appealing to
both a movie and an art audience, suited equally to a black box and a white cube. And although the four
share formal and narrative concerns and techniques, occupying a middle ground between Andy Warhol
avant-garde and television movies of the week, and collaborate in different combinations, they are
reluctant to define themselves as a movement, or a school, or even a group.

Waving the Flag of Naughtiness: “Friends
with Bene ts” at Film Society of Lincoln
Center
BY CRAIG HUBERT | FEBRUARY 05, 2016

 (/#FACEBOOK)  (/#TWITTER)  (/#GOOGLE_PLUS)
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“There’s a strong community,” Abrantes admits after prodding. “[But] I don’t think we have the
presumption to call ourselves anything that we would brand with a word like ‘mumblecore.’ It’s just a
few friends, and I think we have crossed paths long enough.”

The four filmmakers emphasize that those paths are part of a larger creative network within which they
situate themselves while also standing somewhat apart. “I think being in conversation with fellow artists
and filmmakers [like Ben Rivers, Ben Russell, and Mati Diop], as well as other thinkers, has been, every
year, more and more of a substantial and nurturing and inspiring thing,” Schmidt says. “But I feel like
the work that we make is pretty different from what Russell or what Rivers does, to a certain extent. But
from an alien point of view, it’s similar.”

Abrantes, Crotty, and Carver all started as painters but found the insularity stifling. “I was initially kind
of seduced by the solitary, hermetic aspect of painting,” says Crotty, who studied painting at Yale. “And
then with time you start to see all the downsides and drawbacks to it.” The collaborative nature of
moviemaking was a welcome contrast.

“You’re in the studio alone, and it lost any of the significance that art has for me, which is as a
community thing,” says Abrantes. “Film was that.”

While still an undergraduate at Cooper Union, in New York, where he and Carver met while studying art,
Abrantes codirected “Olympia I & II” (2006) with Kate Widloski. The nine-minute film sets the tone that
imbues much of his later work. It consists of two sections representing two different takes on Manet’s
famous painting, with first Widloski and then Abrantes playing the reclining nude, complete with
provocative stare. All the dialogue, on screen and off, is dubbed, giving it an extra layer of distance. Both
sections subvert the original’s narrative and assumptions about sexual and racial dynamics, engaging in
a playful artistic code switching that Carver identifies as a theme running through all four filmmakers’
work.

Abrantes’s next collaborations were with Crotty, with whom he became friends at Le Fresnoy, the
National Studio for Contemporary Arts in France. In “Visionary Iraq” (2009), the two play all the roles,
including a Portuguese brother and his Angolan half-sister, who are leaving home to join Operation Iraqi
Freedom, and their parents. The film resembles both a performance piece — it was shot in a gallery,
where Abrantes and Crotty spent a month building the sets and writing the script—and a home movie
made by teenagers exploring the fluidly erotic potential of war. In its unrefined campiness, “Visionary
Iraq” contrasts strongly with “Liberdade” (2011), in which the two filmmakers, according to Crotty,
“wanted to produce a very weird, neutral, Hollywood-ian glaze over the film,” exhibiting an almost total
absence of humor.

This pendulum swing between playfulness and gravity is manifested in different ways in the oeuvre of all
four artists. In Abrantes’s solo work — “Too Many Daddies, Mommies, and Babies” (2009), “Baby Back
Costa Rica” (2011), “Ennui Ennui” (2013), “Taprobana” (2014), and “Freud und Friends” (2015) —
humor has been an increasingly dominant element. “Something like ‘Visionary Iraq’ was a reaction to
what happened after two decades of postmodernism and people getting sick of art meaning very little in
most cases,” the artist says. “I’m exploring comedy right now for a lot of the same reasons —trying to
make people laugh because that is almost a firm confirmation that a connection is being made. If
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somebody laughs, the thing is working.” This trend is also evident in Abrantes’s collaborations with
Schmidt — “A History of Mutual Respect” (2010), “Palaces of Pity” (2011) — where comedic elements
coexist with increasingly political statements.

Two recent works by members of the group depart from the earlier ones in actively, and successfully,
attempting to meld humor with seriousness. Schmidt and Carver’s “The Unity of All Things,” the most
ambitious film in the series, combines science fiction with erotic melodrama in a loose narrative that
encompasses particle physics, gender swapping and teenage angst. “On a certain level that film was
radically opaque,” Carver says. “There is a lot of humor, but it’s lost on people because there is an
austerity to it initially. So I think cinema audiences can watch that film, certain cinema audiences, and
see it as very sincere and moving, like the poetic avant-garde, and other cinema audiences can find it
very grating, pretentious, and absolutely alienating.”

Similarly, Crotty’s latest work, “Fort Buchanan” — which comprises four sections corresponding to the
four seasons, each exploring a different mood—represents an attempt at tragicomedy. The film, which
screened at New Directors/New Films last year and will receive a weeklong theatrical release as part of
the the Film Society series, “has these extremely hilarious moments but then moments where you’re
really connecting with these characters,” says Crotty. To which Abrantes adds, “I think that’s a direction
we’re definitely both going.”

Crotty, Abrantes, Schmidt, and Carver are all currently busy with different projects. Carver, who has
lately returned to painting, is working with Schmidt on a project whose ultimate form is as yet unclear.
Crotty, having just finished his first documentary, is collaborating on a film with James Kienitz Wilkins,
another Cooper Union classmate of Abrantes and Carver, and mulling over ideas for a television show.
Abrantes, the most prolific of the group, has already completed a new film in collaboration with Ben
Rivers and is working on a series for Portuguese television. Like Carver, he has returned to painting and
is also making ceramics in his studio, but within something closer to what he calls a “cinematic
structure,” with the same sense of collaboration and community. 

“We’ve taken it as our mission and with the flag of perversion or naughtiness,” Abrantes says. “It’s a logic
to our work that spans the choice of using nonprofessional actors and dubbing a whole film, which is
considered wrong. It even guides my interest in ceramics, which is something I’ve never really done
before. We’re always doing things wrong as an emancipatory message: Yes, you can be an amateur, you
can do all of this stuff. That’s exhilarating.”
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Fort Buchanan
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Olympia I & II
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Benjamin Crotty, Fort Buchanan.

Film February 3rd, 2016

BOYS TO MEN
Friends with Benefits at Film Society of Lincoln
Center
by James N. Kienitz Wilkins

The boys’ room, where it all began. After class, they’d gather between the sinks and
the stalls in a sordid teen pisshole turned echo chamber of ideas—four friends
harmonizing in a perfect acoustical environment, inventing that singular sound which
would catapult them to greatness and riches beyond their wildest dreams: mellifluous
contemporary fusion riding on four vocal leads. First known as Unique Attraction.
Soon to be you-know-who.

Minus the music, money, and melanin, I
cannot imagine a more useful anecdote to
describe the filmmaking quartet of
Gabriel Abrantes, Daniel Schmidt,
Benjamin Crotty, and Alexander Carver.
Lately, they have been hard to separate
from their collective identity, a veritable
boy band now formalized by a group
retrospective, Friends with Benefits: An
Anthology of Four New American
Filmmakers, at the Film Society of
Lincoln Center.

Like a section of graffiti scratched above a urinal, their history is open to
interpretation: what came first, who contributed what, where to begin. As a fellow
filmmaker and orbiting friend of each, I’ve been able to take a privileged yet slightly
distanced position, forensically analyzing their markings up close, then taking a step
back to hear their a cappella, clearer than ever, daring me to distinguish each
contribution to rapidly growing playlist.
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Daniel Schmidt and Alexander Carver, The Unity of all
Things.

On Bended Knee

The creative marriage of Gabriel Abrantes and Daniel Schmidt produced Palácios de
Pena (2011), which is undoubtedly their number-one hit single. While predated by a
good number of shorts and recently eclipsed by feature-length endeavors, this 58-
minute smorgasbord is like the master decoder ring to the anthology, offering not so
much an enlightening take on postcolonialism as an inspired remix of juicy urges,
intellectual whims, sexual realizations, and appropriated vibes, ranging from
Pasolini’s Salò (1976) to a pitch-perfect incorporation of Alphaville’s hit ballad and
video, “Forever Young” (1984). On full reveal here is Abrantes and Schmidt’s
signature (and financially prudent) technique of replacing dialogue with hushed and
creepy dubbing, paired with scenes of beautiful-beyond-belief locations preserved in a
golden 16mm that strategically belies their low production budgets, suggesting all is
not as it sounds or seems.

A Song for Mama

But wait, did the CD skip a track? Jumping back in time, it was in the chambre des
garçons of the French post-graduate film school, Le Fresnoy, that Abrantes met
Benjamin Crotty, an American living in Paris. In “Slow Learners,” a section of their
early work, they reveal an embryonic taste for special effects and technical feats,
especially in their co-directed films, Visionary Iraq (2009), and Liberdade (2011), the
latter which plays a bit too much like a film school thesis meant to impress Mom and
Dad. My favorite is Visionary Iraq, with its exchange of conventional grandeur for an
unnerving, set-based melodrama offering plenty of glimpses into things to come
(Abrantes’s clenched, muscly ass is like the fifth Beatle in this anthology). It is an early
document of an experimental process coming to life.

Just My Imagination
(Running Away with Me)

The Unity of All Things (2013), by
Schmidt and Alexander Carver, is like a
sudden modal shift in the preestablished
scales of collaboration. Carver, a visual
artist, was hiding in the shadows but not
absent, having first met Abrantes in their
early days in the washroom of the Cooper
Union School of Art. I suspect Carver’s
intellectual quiverings, combined with
Schmidt’s laidback and increasingly
confident filmmaking and sound design, is what gives The Unity of All Things such an
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unusual, contrapuntal energy. It is a folding and discursive tale—least of all about the
construction of a particle accelerator—that flails to make sense of the world (and
itself), while being the most lyrical of the films offered here.

Four Seasons of Loneliness

Crotty’s Fort Buchanan (2014) is the driest and secretly funniest film. It’s also the
only film where homosexuality is a simple fact rather than a problem or joke.
Although Fort Buchanan was also shot in chunky fragments like Palácios de Pena, it
is a more unified whole authored by a single mind, despite running a mere seven
minutes longer, earning it a week-long theatrical run at Lincoln Center.

I get the sense that Crotty’s influence upon the group dynamic is a taste for linear
stories. While his work seems to be playing with camp, TV genres, and Hollywood
tropes, there’s hard evidence suggesting all the play is a pretty serious interest, and
will result in surprising future endeavors. Still, Fort Buchanan is an incredibly French
movie, with the requisite sexiness and cinéma vérité stylings, offset by the deep
nerdiness of its misfits characters (a crew led by a sad-sap cuckold trying to stay
relevant to his bored Army husband), which lends the film a truly weird emotional
impact.

Water Runs Dry

Schmidt and Carver’s La Isla está Encantada con Ustedes (2015)and Abrantes’s
Ennui Ennui (2013) are the unusual digital deliveries, filmed in high-end HD. The
absence of 16mm film is startling, particularly since all the other films exploit how
16mm looks simultaneously old and new. For better or worse, using 16mm in a digital
age has become a special effect that suggests the possibility of the canonical by
confusing origins, implying a mystical and elite access to a past revised with the
filmmaker in it.

Regardless of the shift in medium of these “films,” (to be fair: La Isla está Encantada
con Ustedes was originally conceived as a two-channel installation), the subject
matter remains familiar, almost to the point of self-parody. The recurring melody is
yet again a tale of foreign policy with a colonialist-cum-filmmaker-proxy (emphasis
on “cum”) having a fun/hard-time in an exotic location pointedly defined by its
struggle with these issues. Sometimes adding an adaptation or philosophical text to
the mix, the result is a sort of auto-politics freed up for hijinks—an approach I can’t
help but assume is a European flair for having your cake and eating it too. I don’t
know how to trace the origins of this approach, but the ripples are very active in
recent work by contemporaries such as Ben Rivers, Miguel Gomes, and others. In
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Relax Your Mind

Abrantes’s newest work is a return to form while offering fresh attempts at self-
analysis. Taprobana (2014) is a scatalogical adventure about the poet, Camões,
commissioned by the film festival, CPH:DOX, in a forced collaboration run off the
rails and gone blissfully bananas. As I understand it, Abrantes found himself stranded
in Sri Lanka minus the promised collaborator, his friend without benefits, becoming
in reality the type of protagonist he so often depicts: a cultural mercenary seizing
control to do what he does best.

In an entirely different way, Abrantes creates a version of himself and his unconscious
in Freud und Friends (2015) that is as hilarious as it is gratingly obnoxious. He is a
dedicated provocateur, and it makes sense that this unclassifiable flippancy grew out
of the restrictions of another commission: the IndieLisboa film festival asking for a
portrait of Lisbon, Portugal. Part of what makes the comedy effective is that Abrantes
is actually one of the least neurotic people I know, and his willingness to create such a
putrid, idiotic performance lampooning his ethnic heritage seems very honest, openly
acknowledging the narcissism and fearlessness which has defined his work to date.

Better Half

Indeed, the identity of these boys is the key to their flow. A globe-trotting nature is
what defines their voice. They are “New American” filmmakers who basically don’t
work or majorly exhibit in the USA, and even when they do, are at its furthest borders,
engaging in far-flung artistic and political histories, and importantly, sources of
funding, almost negating their American backgrounds. It has been a fruitful approach,
and very likely, necessary. Not only would their work hardly be possible in the
dandruffy climate of our bad faith American Indie film environment with its
moral/financial incentives, it is not possible, given their continued energy to make
impossibly ambitious work, despite what record executives call “crossover appeal.”

Friends with Benefits will run February 5 – 11 at the Film Society of Lincoln Center.

CONTRIBUTOR

James N. Kienitz Wilkins
JAMES N. KIENITZ WILKINS is a filmmaker and artist based in Brooklyn.
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When it comes to both geography and genre, the loose collective of

American filmmakers made up of Gabriel Abrantes, Alexander Carver,

Benjamin Crotty, and Daniel Schmidt favor radical destabilization. Their films

are hard to categorize. They’re set in an array of countries, including France,

Djibouti, Iraq, Puerto Rico, and underneath the US-Mexico border, and

they’re not quite family drama, not quite political farce, and not quite science-

fiction, though they borrow elements from each. The scenarios in their films

often interrogate post-9/11 geopolitics and the legacy of colonization, but at

the same time, the filmmakers approach these subjects with an absurd sense

of humor that undercuts any self-seriousness.

Anchoring their early career retrospective at the Lincoln Center Film Society,

which kicks off this weekend, “Friends with Benefits”

(http://www.filmlinc.org/series/friends-with-benefits-an-anthology-of-four-

Embracing the Sublime and the Idiotic: 5 Questions
with the Filmmakers of “Friends with Benefits”

Fort Buchanan

by Whitney Mallett (http://filmmakermagazine.com/author/whitney-mallett/) in Directors

(http://filmmakermagazine.com/category/interviews/directors/), Festivals & Events

(http://filmmakermagazine.com/category/festivals-events/), Interviews

(http://filmmakermagazine.com/category/interviews/) on Feb 5, 2016
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new-american-filmmakers/) (Feb. 5-11), is the U.S. theatrical release of Crotty’s

feature Fort Buchanan, which played at Rotterdam and Locarno in 2015. The

film, very reminiscent of Eric Rohmer, follows a group of French military wives

and gay husbands navigating the distance between their partners stationed

in Djibouti. Other highlights from the program include Abrantes’s short

comedy Ennui Ennui (2013), featuring drones, warlords, and slapstick humor,

and Carver and Schmidt’s sci-fi tone poem The Unity of All Things (2013), a

feature about queer incest and particle physicists. I talked to Abrantes,

Carver, Crotty, and Schmidt about their collective body of work and they

chose to answer the questions in one voice.

Filmmaker: You’re working in a lot of different languages in these films:

English, French, Portuguese, Cantonese, etc. Obviously there are specific

histories and circumstances for each of these choices, but altogether, how

does this multi-lingual texture add to the sense of post-globalism in your

collective body of work?

Abrantes-Carver-Crotty-Schmidt: The plurality of languages in our films is a

byproduct of our desire to work with subjects, identities, and histories that

are marginal to dominant U.S. cinema. Our films are often developed from

absurd or convoluted premises. For example, taking dialogue from popular

American TV dramas and translating and transposing it onto a story set in a

queer colony of French bohemian army wives. Or by making a pastoral

science fiction set in the United States, but populated predominantly with

East Asian women where the dialogue in the film is mostly in Cantonese and

about particle physics and the Chinese Cultural Revolution. Or by making a

film about a re-staging of the Aristophanes comedy The Birds set in modern-

day Haiti. These are a few examples of how we start with highly decentered

plot lines. Because of these tendencies, our films have a troubling if not

anarchic relationship to identity, politics, and history.

This instability is very evident in the use of language. The dialogue is meant

to be comedic in its unnerving relationship to the look of the films which

sometimes feel self-serious. Most of our films are dubbed with the actors

recording their voices in a hushed whisper next to the microphone. This

creates a disquieting and sometimes funny separation of voice and body that

highlights the artifice of performance. It has a ridiculous effect, giving the
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impression that we are putting words into their mouths. This ventriloquizing

is further complicated by the appropriations and transpositions of different

cultural subjects and narratives onto one another. We don’t think this is

meant as a metaphor for the globalization but is rather a play with the

expectations of what a “minor” world cinema may look or feel like.

Filmmaker: How do you approach race and casting, especially considering, I

imagine, that some of these films are cast primarily from among your friends

and acquaintances?

ACCS: We have often cast non-professional actors. Sometimes they are our

friends and sometimes they are people we meet in the places we shoot. This

comes from our interest in working with people who have a more innocent or

eccentric relationship to the camera than a professional actor. At times these

decisions are motivated by an ethical desire to give screen time to subjects

and people who don’t appear often enough in dominant cinema, and other

times, this decision is aesthetic in that it complicates the performance style of

our films as we mentioned.

This sensibility is very influenced by Pier Paolo Pasolini’s obsession with

casting the “saints,” “christs,” and “madonnas” in his films from the pimps,

thieves, and prostitutes of Rome’s subproletariat. Where Pasolini may have

had a more ardent belief that this fetishism for the authenticity of poor boys

was noble, we have more conflicted feelings about our desire to make films

about things beyond our immediate realm of experience.

We also have a genuine aesthetic fascination with the juxtaposition of

different performance styles. Utilizing both professional and nonprofessional

performers creates a dynamism where the purported authenticity of feeling

is somewhat confused or destabilized.

Filmmaker: History is a subject of a lot of your collective work. Does that

inform your decision to use analog mediums and 16mm for many of these

films?

ACCS: We are drawn to the sensuality of analog film and the contrast that it

has with the more alienating aspects of our work like dubbed dialogue, or

the bombast and irony of the storylines. It also creates some practical
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constraints and freedoms that we find useful in structuring our predominantly

“on-location” shoots. We don’t shoot very much — sometimes only one take.

The improvisational method of our film productions is very apparent in our

final edits. The resulting amateur feel works best when it deflates some of

the grandiosity or esoterism that can feel stagnant or airless.

Filmmaker: There’s taboos like incest and erotic defecation in many of your

films. I feel like there’s a universalist tendency in your work to be like one

love, we humans, of all races, in all time periods, are horny perverts. Why is it

significant to show the way we interact based on sex, power, and perversion?

ACCS: The prevalence of scatological and fetishistic elements can be seen

as a somewhat cautious inheritance of ’60s and ’70s libertine culture. But the

prevalence of sexuality in our films also comes from a skeptical impulse that

renders the political as corrupted or overshadowed by biological imperatives

and the perversions of power. This again parallels Pasolini’s ultimate

skepticism about his own valorization of the poor which is evident in his film

Salo, where the sexual brutality of sadistic aristocrats toward innocent youths

is unrelenting. We try to temper the cruelty in our films with the ambiguity of

complacency and victimhood. This is perhaps the most suspect and unifying

aspect of our films.

Filmmaker: You’ve curated this program of queer films titled “Lifestyle Porn”

at the Light Industry and Spectacle Theater, that’s framed as tracing a

change in homoeroticism in cinema, from marginalized otherness to bougie

lifestyle fetishism. Though you don’t use this word exactly, I think you’re

getting at a depoliticization. With this in mind, do you aim to frame your own

films as politicized or at the very least formally ideologically challenging?

ACCS: Our films are an attempt to meaningfully depoliticize, diffuse, or

obfuscate. This is not to say that we don’t constantly reference and engage

with complex politicized subjects and histories in our films. We believe that

“depoliticization” and “politicization” are not straight-forward concepts and

that in the case of art they are especially convoluted. This lack of

understanding about what political or apolitical art may or may not be is a

central concern to us. Our films struggle with these moral complexities and in
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the process often flirt with nihilism. We continuously lampoon the bad politics

of our films with a comedic force that embraces the sublime and idiotic with

equal measure.
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Exploring the Film Society of Lincoln Center’s series “Friends with Benefits: An Anthology
of Four New American Filmmakers.”

Alice Stoehr 05 Feb 2016

Taprobana
“These poets are so intelligent,” notes King Philip II of Spain toward the end of Gabriel
Abrantes’ Taprobana (2014). “They put a sex scene in the end, and I forget I didn’t
understand the rest. Such sophisticated engineering.” He’s talking about the Portuguese
national epic Os Lusíadas, but he could as well be describing Abrantes’ eclectic body of
work. The Lisbon-based filmmaker's steady output of avant-garde shorts holds together a
chain of idiosyncratic filmmakers currently being feted by the Film Society of Lincoln
Center's "Friends with Benefits" series. Since 2007, Abrantes has matched an affinity for
abstruse, looping narrative with a bawdy sense of humor. Although his work frequently
draws on sources like Manet or Aristophanes, it’s never hindered by the dictates of good
taste. Ribald slapstick abounds, for example, in the Shakespeare-derived frolic Fratelli
(2011), which he co-directed with Alexandre Melo. The characters are earthy, their jokes
puerile, and these traits carry over as well to the randy mountain travelers in Ennui ennui,
Abrantes’ grating War on Terror satire.
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Many of these shorts transpire against backdrops of sprawling, sun-dappled greenery.
Such settings introduce grandeur to ignoble scenarios like the sex tourism in A History of
Mutual Respect (2010) or the inheritance squabble in Palaces of Pity (2011), both made
in collaboration with Daniel Schmidt. Each of these two films takes shape around a
relationship: in the former, it’s the friendship between two men (played by the directors)
together in the jungle; in the latter, two teenage girls vying for the estate of their late
grandmother. The push and pull of rivalry and affection structure these collaborations.
The same interpersonal forces are at play in The Unity of All Things (2013), Schmidt’s
subsequent feature, which he co-directed with Alexander Carver. It’s less aggressive than
Abrantes’ work. Bathed in soft blues and purples, it’s subdued, even soporific.
The film’s subject matter is nebulous, as it flits from one mystery to another, loosely
mapping the sexual on top of the scientific. A physicist wanders desert caves, planning
for the construction of a particle accelerator, while her two sons discover new, incestuous
inclinations. A panther and a pit viper figure into the proceedings. Each member of the
ensemble takes a turn speaking at length in an ethereal whisper about the secrets of the
universe. The soundscape buzzes with insects and bird calls or roars with the pounding
surf. Schmidt and Carver never explicitly tie all these pieces together, opting instead to
gently lead the viewer through the plot with tantalizing sensory stimuli. This storytelling
through implication makes The Unity of All Things a disorienting experience, occasionally
frustrating but still never less than beguiling.

The Unity of All Things
Like The Unity of All Things, Abrantes’ early short Too Many Daddies, Mommies and
Babies (2009) employs elements of science fiction as a means of untangling the bonds of
family. This apocalyptic melodrama’s heroes are two men intent on raising a child
together, even though it’ll require abandoning their research post in the dying rainforest.
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Despite running a mere 25 minutes, Too Many Daddies is chock-full of twists, which amp
up the drama to the point of absurdity. The mood is further heightened by the choice to
shoot entirely on snow-sprinkled sets drenched in Bava-esque red and green light; no
sunlit outdoor expanses here. The artifice is yet more pronounced in Visionary Iraq
(2009), which stars co-directors Abrantes and Benjamin Crotty as every member of a
Portuguese family, including a son and daughter who’ve signed up for military service.
They deliver their non sequitur-laced dialogue in stilted mumbles, foregrounding the
story’s flimsiness.
Crotty’s most recent solo work, the feature-length Fort Buchanan (2014), expands on
these shorts’ reimagining of tawdry family melodrama. Through four seasonal chapters, it
details life at a rural outpost of the French military, where army wives and one lonely army
husband work together to stave off tedium. The ensemble’s lustful misadventures tend
toward laid-back comedy, but the jokes are bittersweet. Binding this community together
is the knowledge that children come of age; marriages weaken and crack; and new life
goes hand in hand with death. Fort Buchanan is the most mature and traditionally
pleasurable outgrowth yet from this ring of promising filmmakers. Its championing of tight
friendships rings especially true, too, given Crotty and his associates’ ethos of unabashed
collaboration.
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When Gabriel Abrantes’ Taprobana (2014) screened at the Toronto International ortilm Festival as

part of a three-film program of new Portuguese cinema, there was little to suggest what perverse won-

der lay in store for the unsuspecting viewer. As one such Abrantes neophyte, the work of the prolific

31 year-old provocateur having somehow eluding me despite a half-decade of relatively high profile

festival berths, I can certainly speak to the bewildering rush elicited throughout the film’s brief 24-

minute runtime. What transpired was at once beautiful and grotesque, quaint and indulgent, serene

and surreal – a far cry from the program’s other two films, The Figures Carved into the Knife by the

Sap of the Banana Trees, by Joana Pimenta, and the late Manoel de Oliveira’s last completed work,

The Old Man of Belem, neither of which could otherwise reasonably be described as ordinary. No

matter individual notions as to the film’s artistic merit (or lack thereof), it’s safe to say that what we

witnessed from Abrantes that afternoon was genuinely original, a burst of cinematic ingenuity so un-

apologetically strange that one couldn’t help but take notice.

A riff on the creative gauntlet faced by the Portuguese poet Luís Vaz Camões as he worked to com-

plete his 16th century Homeric epic, Os Lusíadas, Taprobana mines the biographical surface of its

source as a pretense to spin a yarn of ahistorical debauchery. In Abrantes’ reimagining, Camões

(played by Natxo Checa), after indulging in a bit of scene-setting scatophilia with his Asian lover, Di-

namene (Jani Zhao), embarks on a quest to obtain opium in the guise of a monk, along the way en-

countering, amongst other abnormalities, a horde of naked, shipwrecked nymphs and a monkey with

a man’s face superimposed onto its head, manifestations of an inner turmoil stubbornly coalescing

into useable stimuli. With its freewheeling lasciviousness and impetuous logic firmly established, it’s

unsurprising that the film eventually finds Camões on trial in purgatory, deliberating on a life of di-

vinity versus damnation as crude visual effects ignite in a display of meta-cinematic immolation.
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Gabriel Abrantes

Come to find out, Taprobana, while certainly indicative of Abrantes’ libertine wile, is, by his stan-

dards and if only spiritually (which is to say, secularly), something of a faithful rendering of its sub-

ject’s tortured existence. But then not much of Abrantes’ work, sensibility, sexuality, or even national-

ity is easily classified. Born in North Carolina of Portuguese ancestry, the filmmaker, who currently

resides in Lisbon, has studied film at Cooper Union in New York, Le Fresnoy in Tourcoing and

L’Ecole National des Beaux Arts in Paris. His filmography, which comprises dozens of short and

medium-length works, bears out this transnational identity, with films produced across multiple conti-

nents and in various dialects (the dialogue in Taprobana alone is spoken in a combination of Sin-

halese, Spanish and Portuguese). Further complicating matters is the director’s longstanding collabo-

rative spirit, a process of creative reciprocation that has crystalised a collective of like-minded aes-

thetes who, often working together in various pairings, have produced a singular body of work in

complete opposition to prevailing trends in international cinema. That they seem so totally uncon-

cerned with dominant modes of cinematic dissemination, to say nothing of decorum or decency,

makes their combined efforts seem all the more vital.

As a multifarious and non-binary assemblage, this group of artists and filmmakers can appear at times

to be in a state constant of reorientation, though a recurring combination of names have emerged as

particularly fruitful bedfellows: Alongside de facto figurehead Abrantes, the trio of Daniel Schmidt,

Benjamin Crotty and Alexander Carver have together formulated a unique filmic sensibility, at once

informed by each individual’s formal and theoretical voice yet indivisible from their combined cre-

ative energy and sensitivity. Though not nominally of a movement comparable to that of, say, the Left

Bank filmmakers, the Dziga Vertov Group, or any number of New Waves, this cohort of alarmingly

young American filmmakers with art school ties and polymorphous conceptions of cinematic propa-

gation are of an equally oppositional philosophy to that of their forebears. A recent retrospective of

the group’s work at Lincoln Center was titled “Friends with Benefits”, and that’s as accurate a sum-

mation as any, as emblematic of their communal filmmaking ethos as it is their genre/gender-bending

approach to narrative. Still, that these filmmakers and their stylistic flights of fancy have yet to be

christened with a definitive sobriquet is wholly appropriate given their shape-shifting nature.
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The impetus behind the Lincoln Center retrospective was the Stateside release of the Paris-based

Crotty’s feature debut, Fort Buchanan (2014). Though not yet as prolific as Abrantes or Schmidt,

Crotty, who studied with Abrantes at Le Fresnoy, embodies much of what makes the quartet standout

amongst their peers. Expanded from a short of the same name, Fort Buchanan follows a group of

army spouses who, left behind at a remote military base as their partners attend to government-related

work abroad, toil away the days with conversations of casual carnality and forlorn displays of melan-

cholia. Newly arrived, Roger (Andy Gillet) and his adopted daughter Roxy (Iliana Zabeth), seem to

inadvertently disrupt their deceptively idyllic surroundings: Roger with his androgynous sensuality,

which appears to cast a spell over men and women alike, and Roxy with her teen angst and blunt re-

joinders. Shooting on 16mm, Crotty matches the sexual tension and unrequited yearning with images

of tactile warmth, rich textures, and vivid colour combinations, as dense and humid as the forests en-

gulfing the camp. The casually liberated characterisations and loose narrative markers (it’s cardboard

dialogue adapted almost entirely from the reality television show, Army Wives) likewise find stylistic

correlates through anachronistic pop cues and sequences of surreal visual enchantment. The result is

as unclassifiable as any recent American indie, modest in means yet bursting with ingenuity.

In many ways Fort Buchanan is a distillation of Crotty and his comrades’ many thematic and aesthet-

ic tendencies, as well as a testament to their cinephilic integrity. If these are filmmakers unafraid of

flaunting their desires, they’re equally confident disclosing their influences. Fort Buchanan is divided

into four chapters and arranged by season in a conceit lifted directly from Éric Rohmer, while also

dealing in irony and triangulated desire in a manner not unlike the French master’s “Comedies and

Proverbs” series (lest these details be chalked up to mere coincidence, one may recall that Gillet pre-

viously starred in Rohmer’s Les Amours d’Astrée et de Céladon, 2007). Abrantes’ films, meanwhile,

have continued to evince the unmistakable imprint of Pasolini, in both their penchant for lowbrow

reimaginings of highbrow literary texts and their bi-curious sexual concerns (like his compatriots,

Abrantes also continues to shoot almost exclusively on 16mm). These and other touchstones – en-

compassing allusions both offhand and deliberate to Straub, Kuchar, Anger, Warhol, Buñuel and Jack

Smith – have commingled throughout Crotty and Abrantes’ individual films; it’s no wonder, consider-

ing their promiscuous creative methodology, that these too would infect their many collaborations,

whether together as a co-directors, or when Abrantes has teamed with Schmidt, whose own pair of

co-directed films with Carver further reinforce this constellation of influence.
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The Island is Enchanted with You

Schmidt and Carver’s The Unity of All Things (2013), the group’s only feature prior to Fort

Buchanan, stands as perhaps the most ambitious work to emerge from the group. Set on the border of

the US and Mexico, the film centres on a team of Asian-American research scientists as they break

ground on a new particle accelerator. The science-fiction intimations that haunt many of the group’s

productions are here brought to the fore as the film’s industrial locales (filmed at multiple real-life

particle colliders) and neon abstractions frame a drama of gender-agnostic desire between the lead re-

searcher’s two teenage sons, each played by female actors in drag. In Schmidt and Carver’s utopian

vision, the ordinary is rendered extraordinary through simple yet radical gestures, the actors’ ambigu-

ous physiologies, the filmmakers’ antiquated aesthetic presentation (shooting on a combination of Su-

per-8 and Super-16mm), and the narrative’s surreal conflation of the earthly and the cosmic suggest-

ing a worldview, to paraphrase one character’s astute observation, more vertical than lateral in its un-

derstanding. Much like Schmidt and Carver’s follow up, La isla está encantada con ustedes (The Is-

land is Enchanted with You, 2014), in which tales of Puerto Rico’s colonial past are considered in fu-

turist terms through a combination of lo-fi CGI, hypnotizing musical sequences, and pansexual cultur-

al rites, The Unity of All Things reorients genre conventions through queer coordinates and emerges

with something less strange than startling prescient.
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Palaces of Pity

Schmidt’s collaborations with Abrantes have often taken the form of character studies, allegorising

issues of Portugal’s past and present through deceptively intimate tales of desire, family and friend-

ship. Their first film, the aptly titled A History of Mutual Respect (2010), which also lends Abrantes’

production company its name, stars the directors themselves as a pair of horny best friends turned bit-

ter rivals battling over the same aboriginal female. Appropriately, these displays of animal lust are set

against the lush Portuguese jungle; as the two men stalk and attempt to seduce their prey, with

Abrantes at one point pursuing the girl through the forest on foot and in the nude, the tenuousness of

their bond is revealed and later betrayed when they’re each forced to choose between their friendship

and their libido. The teenage sisters at the centre of Palácios de Pena (Palaces of Pity, 2011),

Abrantes and Schmidt’s second pairing, are also at odds with one another, angling on their inheritance

and jockeying for position as heirs to their grandmother’s estate following her death. With its contem-

plative tone, exquisite architectural designs, and expansive countryside vistas, the film unfolds some-

thing like a modernist pastorale, albeit one with a great deal of historical weight tied up in its inter-

generational and imperialist particulars. Subtly complex, these two films attempt to chart colonial

trauma back to its roots by examining the lingering effects of its sublimation.
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In an interview with Nick Pinkerton for Film Comment, Abrantes describes his mentality with matter

of fact, self-aware pride – “a ‘Kill your idols’ kind of thing,” he calls it. “You take a genre and then

you switch that code to make that genre either appear as offensive, reveal some offensive or political-

ly incorrect aspect of the Hollywood model or auteur model.” These comments are in reference to one

of his very first films, Olympia I & II (2006), which he co-directed with his Cooper Union classmate

Kate Widloski, and they speak succinctly to how Abrantes approaches art, whether his own or that of

an entire lineage of exalted or established rank. In this instance it’s Manet and his iconic painting,

which Abrantes and Widloski proceed to simultaneously deify and defame by recasting themselves

as, alternately, subject and servant amidst the artist’s grandiloquent decoupage. In the first part, Wid-

loski assumes the role of the eponymous prostitute, lying on a satin sofa in the nude while berating

her offscreen brother (voiced by Abrantes) for not acting on his incestual urges; in the second,

Abrantes plays a less volatile, more despondent Olympia, and Widloski, made up in blackface, her

humble servant. Similar liberties are taken with Shakespeare and Aristophanes in Fratelli (2011),

which Abrantes made alongside Portuguese actor Alexandre Melo, and Ὄρνιθες (2012), in which

semi-sacred texts are reframed as multicultural farces. In each case what could play as sheer bastardi-

sation instead reinforces the material’s poetic probity, even as their cinematic translations likely re-

semble something far more belligerent than intended.
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Rather than curb these juvenile impulses, Abrantes has in recent years simply reoriented his episte-

mological concerns while bolstering his comedic bonafides. In the same Film Comment interview he

espouses a newfound embrace of unchecked comedy as an act of, if not maturation, than at the very

least of evolution. “I’ve made so many of these shorts, at this point, that it’s gotten to the endpoint of

criticizing myself and it’s like, ‘Okay, let’s move on,’” he says. “I think that’s why I’m into comedy

now. Parody or satire, when it just stops at that, is extremely limiting as a form. Whereas actual hu-

mor is something far more complex.” However you classify them, Abrantes’ most recent films, which

include, along with Taprobana, Ennui Ennui (2013) and Freud und Friends (2015), are working in an

entirely different register to that of his previous work (though Taprobana’s obscenities are efficiently

offset by its bio-historical referents). Indeed, compared with something as technically humble yet the-

matically ambitious as Visionary Iraq (2009), in which Abrantes and Crotty, in their first co-directed

short, star as every character, male and female, in a cheeky send-up of the modern day soap opera

(complete with wartime escapades), these recent works can seem almost outrageously overblown. Of-

ten playing like two or three films at once, both Ennui Ennui, a madcap espionage farce concerning

the kidnapping of the promiscuous daughter of a French ambassadress in Afghanistan and the ruthless

drone warfare tactics employed by an oversexed approximation of Barack Obama, and Freud und

Friends, a self-lacerating spin on Sleeper (1973) in which Abrantes’ erogenous dreams are analysed

by his real-life girlfriend, are nigh-on ludicrous concoctions that move through genres like partners in

an orgy.8/11/2017 Gabriel Abrantes, Daniel Schmidt, Benjamin Crotty, Alexander Carver
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Jordan Cronk [HTTP://SENSESOFCINEMA.COM/AUTHOR/JORDAN-CRONK/]

Jordan Cronk is a Los Angeles-based film critic and programmer. He runs the experimental screening

series Acropolis Cinema and regularly contributes to Cinema Scope, Sight & Sound, Cineaste, Re-

verse Shot, and the Los Angeles Review of Books.

In addition to an untold number of projects in various stages of development and a recently complet-

ed medium-length feature co-directed with British experimentalist Ben Rivers, Abrantes is said to

currently be working on a feature with Schmidt about a self-centered reality TV star who adopts a

child while on vacation in Haiti. If nothing else, this tireless work ethic speaks to his insatiable need

to create, as it does an undeniably infectious energy which animates all those in his orbit (or even his

periphery; the similarities between Abrantes’ cinema and Miguel Gomes’ celebrated pillaging of Ara-

bian Nights, 2015, is subject for another essay entirely). The cinema of Abrantes, Schmidt, Crotty and

Carver, occasionally on their own but more often when working in tandem, is a globetrotting project

of passion, of politics, and, most especially, of desire. At their best these films locate the focal point

of these notions and reallocate their signifiers until all that remains is that intangible yet unmistakable

feeling of ennui – a very human feeling that these filmmakers appear capable of locating in the most

far flung of locales and articulating through the most atypical of scenarios. Above all, the desire these

directors embody is one of experiential resolve: Uniting all things, theirs is an altruistic cinema of

self-possession that embraces imagination, imperfection, and the irrational, positing desire as both hu-

manity’s crucible and catalyst, reconditioning past transgressions even as it shapes future titillations.

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R
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1511 verführen und ermorden die Native People in Puerto Rico einen 
Vertreter der Kolonialmacht. 300 Jahre später, ein weiteres Kapitel ko-
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Lydela Leonor, Alexander Carver, Raul de Nieves, Carlos Solis-Keyser, Frankie Brun 

In 1511, Indigenous people in Puerto Rico seduced and murdered 
a representative of colonial power. Some 300 years later, a further 
chapter of colonial history: in 1803, by order of the Spanish Crown, 
a doctor named Francisco Javiér de Balmis travelled to Puerto Rico 
with a number of orphans. They were carriers of the live vaccine with 
which Balmis executed one of the first mass immunisations against 
smallpox. Switch to the present day: in 2014, Puerto Rico produced 
an enormous amount of pharmaceuticals with subsidies from the 
USA. By interweaving strands of colonial and postcolonial history, the 
filmmakers of LA ISLA ESTÁ ENCANTADA CON USTEDES have created a 
lyrical work that mirrors and expands on dynamics of power and lust. A 
modern roundelay that restages the past in the present. Led by a gaze 
of sexual innuendo, this is a comedy in which reality is subordinate to 
strategies of power – while revealing the closely intertwined nature of 
health and economics, in the past and present.
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Notebook: e Unity of All ings
By David Gregory Lawson (/author/david-gregory-lawson/) on January 14, 2014

One of the highlights of this year’s Migrating Forms, Alexander Carver and Daniel Schmidt’s debut feature deploys an allusive network of
metaphors grounded in physics, geological time frames, and the borders between the physical and the virtual. Set largely at a particle accelerator on
the verge of shutting down for good, the lm uncovers the similarities and discrepancies between the pursuit of scienti c knowledge and the
experiences of the esh.

Carver and Schmidt’s provocatively esoteric hodgepodge of human endeavor—Mao’s Cultural Revolution, the burgeoning sexuality of adolescents,
talk of drones and spirituality—is equally experimental and narrative in design. Michael Robinson’s Circle in the Sand comes to mind, as do the
shorts of Portuguese lmmaker Sandro Aguilar, who works from his own idiosyncratic notions of what could broadly be termed sci-  tonalities,
and the uncanny narrative structures of Apichatpong Weerasethakul. e Unity of All ings resembles all of these in certain aspects, if only
super cially, though it remains wonderfully di cult to categorize, making it avant-garde to a T.

Deep underground in an undisclosed somewhere, Xia Huang, the program’s aloof-verging-on-forbidding matriarch, is hosting a visit by her
teenage sons (actresses Celia Au and Andrea Chen). e boys take considerable pride in their physical beauty but struggle to form an identity and
conceive of themselves as independent from their role as brothers or from their mother’s much-noted brilliance. e young pair, whose ashes of
cruelty toward one another are as scathing as their features are porcelain-smooth, have their doubles in the two remaining scientists at the
depopulated facility: Huang’s right-hand “angel” (Haruka Hashimoto), and another woman (Jennifer Kim), pregnant by an anonymous sperm
donor, who’s nearly as demanding for would-be mentor Huang’s embrace as the teenagers are.

ere are two more pairs (or doublings): wanderers played by the directors themselves, introduced at the halfway mark exploring a cave (at which
point the title card nally appears), and a couple of Mexican biologists hunting for a “non-indigenous exotic” (which might be a helpful way to
think of this curious lm). “It’s becoming di cult to track this jaguar with all these physicists, particle physicists roaming the desert,” one of the
researchers remarks in hushed concern during the lm’s ascension from the prenatal tunnels of the defunct accelerator to the deathly-white
sunlight of the border.

As Huang prepares to secure funding for a new particle accelerator, her grasp on reality becomes increasingly slippery; her children remain
awestruck if understandably confused. Carver and Schmidt’s lm is essentially structured into three parts, each corresponding to a shi  in
geographical location and the characters’ emotional temperatures. e rst is set during the accelerator’s end days in its facilities and surrounding
forests; the second at the U.S.-Mexico border, where the terrain for a new accelerator program is being scouted; the third, basically an epilogue, in
three separate places a er the program’s team has disbanded. But there is a uidity to the scenes that merges past and present, moving beyond a
strict de nition of when or where. (One recalls how Huang tells her kids that, eons ago, the universe was one “perfect liquid.”) As the boys talk
about a Chinese soap opera featuring a time-traveling kung-fu master, a shot of reworks re ected in a pair of black eyes is superimposed over a
shot of a far-away valley (a memory from the boy’s youth); clouds rolling o  a mountainside cross-fade to “become” the smoke from the reworks.

Wry uctuations in tone carry the narrative from one ellipsis to the next, and at times the humor undercuts the myopia of the narcissistic
characters as they yearn for whatever shreds of certainty they can grasp (about anything whatsoever, their lives spent in the pursuit of Total
Understanding). So the grim emotions at their and the lm’s core become, if not humorous, what with all the increasingly unruly behavior (a

ipped table at a party, one brother hitting the other in the face with a rock), then perhaps easy to relate to. ese are defensive attempts at keeping
that grimness at bay, like the grapefruit pink sunset that occurs during a funeral, with chuckling old women telling good-natured but dirty jokes
and anecdotes about the deceased. Gradually, the characters’ impassivity (vacant stares and rigid body language) gets chipped away to reveal their
throbbing insecurities: a son’s fear of being the least loved; or in the case of Huang, an exceptional intellect coming to terms with the limits of her
abilities.

Light on plot, the lm is heavy on character backgrounds and declarations (or confessions) of motivation. e detachment of the performances is
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Light on plot, the lm is heavy on character backgrounds and declarations (or confessions) of motivation. e detachment of the performances is
disquieting, if slyly amusing for its deadpan humor; what’s more, the performers have all been dubbed in voices with almost robotic cadences, the
hyper-articulate scienti c jargon hyperenunciated. is clarity is itself doubled in the subtitling of the English-language dialogue, suggesting a split
between body and action: what sound like the words of people con dent, fully in control of themselves read, when paired with the on-screen
action, like the babble of people hesitant, even fearful, at the very thought of rejection or uncertainty.

Particle science is the movie’s grand metaphor for longing and the precarious nature of personal connections. ( e scienti c project at hand
involves constructing a miles-long particle accelerator, which requires nding a suitable space underground to house the gargantuan, delicately
complex, and potentially unstable device.) Huang and her motley brood de ne themselves to a great degree in relation to one another, and they
seek messily, earnestly, to clarify the nature of their relationships, and what these relationships might mean to the ongoing de nition of each of
their identities. is is less along the lines of sci-  allegory than the sensual transcendence of Rimbaud: “from the soul for the soul, summing up
everything, perfumes, sounds, colors.” e beautiful existence of something like a particle accelerator—a testament to man’s ingenuity and scienti c
derring-do that “looks like a chrysanthemum,” as one of the boys says—registers most signi cantly in the image of that boy’s ngers as he walks
hand-in-hand with his brother, skimming along a part of the accelerator itself, “where the beams cross.”

at image of the boys helps portray the workings of the unimaginably powerful multibillion-dollar modern marvel as a kind of tender caress,
bridging the in nite and the ephemeral. Touching and being touched becomes the lm’s de ning gesture: a slap seen in the background of a shot as
a geologist, in the foreground, lectures on the folly of building an accelerator in mountains that, by their very existence, testify to an era before man;
a boy’s hand on a pregnant belly, seen in silhouette through the windows of a high-rise from many stories below. 

Carver and Schmidt’s rich images have a vaporous quality, a mistiness hanging over the abundant grain of their Super-16 and Super-8 photography.
e color palette morphs subtly from acid-wash to colors that are thicker, darker, then back again to something downier before progressing in

slight variations and combinations of the downy and the dark. During an early night scene the patterns of grain buzz so visibly, and gorgeously, that
it appears a layer of reality is beginning to peel o .

Taken in this light, the lm’s e ect is similar to viewing a lab sample (a drop of blood, say) under a microscope: when seen with the naked eye it has
a uniform color and consistency, but when examined closer it's apparent there are numerous di erent substances (cells, bers, nutrients, waste
products) with discrete elements replete with countless di erent truths ready to be probed for meaning. ( is observation could also be applied to
the lm’s uid but segmented structure.) e movie's muddy, indistinct blacks are outlined in shadowy blue, sometimes set alongside a deep purple
or purple-pink that, in its synthetic-bold hue, seems to announce the presence of an invisible fabric holding the various egos and their
accompanying neuroses together in shi ing harmony and discord. ese blues and purples reach their apogee in an eerily calm nightscape of
Huang stroking the head of her favorite underling, who lays unconscious from a snakebite in her lap, as that searched-for jaguar appears nearby—
signaling a fade to black.
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NOW IN ITS SIXTYSIXTH YEAR, the Locarno Film Festival remains a cineast’s festival devoted to
discovery. Each August, the southern Swiss town, situated ten miles from Italy (an oasis with palm trees and
views of the Alps), dresses up in the ubiquitous yellow leopard print (as per Locarno’s mascot) to play host to
one of Europe’s oldest festivals. Locarno benefits from a serendipitous combination of Swiss organization
and Mediterranean charm, and as such it offers an antidote to Venice’s glitzy industry influence, retaining an
enjoyably easygoing atmosphere while also championing cinema as art.

This “frontier” festival, as it’s been dubbed, has always adopted an expansive curatorial stance. To put it
bluntly, Locarno exists to showcase films that are “difficult, complicated, or ignored by other festivals,”
according to Italian critic Carlo Chatrian, the festival’s new artistic director, who also asserted the importance
of celebrating cinematic “histories” rather than cinematic milestones. This year’s edition included a complete
retrospective of George Cukor, whose sophisticated 1950 melodrama A Life of Her Own, starring Lana
Turner and historically dismissed as one of his worst pictures, turned out to be one of the festival’s purest
delights.

Chatrian envisions borders as lines that connect rather than divide. And indeed many of the old divisions are
made irrelevant in Locarno’s two main sections, the International Competition and the Filmmakers of the
Present (for emerging directors), both of which make no categorical distinctions between fiction and
nonfiction, narrative and experimental. This year’s Competition included twenty features and eighteen world
premieres, with new work by auteurs Hong Sangsoo, Kiyoshi Kurosawa, Corneliu Porumboiu, Albert Serra,
Joaquim Pinto, and Joanna Hogg. Concessions to local taste do exist, however, and can be found nightly in
the Piazza Grande, the eightthousandseat outdoor cinema, where you can catch middlebrow fare or the
action vehicle Two Guns—an admittedly perverse choice for the festival’s opening night.

The connective tissue among films this year, including the festival’s winners, was an intense focus on the
corporeal. The Competition jury, presided over by Filipino director Lav Diaz, awarded the festival’s top prize
to Catalan director Albert Serra’s unapologetically idiosyncratic costume drama Història de la meva morte,
and bestowed the Special Jury Prize on Joaquim Pinto’s profoundly intimate documentary E agora? Lembra
me. Serra’s dryly comic film—which he described in a press conference as “unfuckable”—follows Casanova’s
(and, by extension, the Enlightenment’s) last days as the debased lover wanders northern Europe and
encounters the dark, romantic forces of Dracula. Featuring protracted scenes of arousal, defilement, and
neck biting, as well as an extended dismemberment of a cow, Serra’s ponderous ode to excess somehow
manages to beguile with its lugubrious tone and painterly digital video compositions. On the other hand,
Pinto’s triumphant return to filmmaking is a streamofconsciousness diary film consumed with the maladies
and vicissitudes endured by the human body in the twentyfirst century. Shot on multiple formats, it
documents Pinto’s yearlong experimental treatment for HIV and Hepatitis C. Much of the film focuses on his
relationship with husband Nuno and their life together in remote Azores, and it features a sex scene as
tender as it is graphic. João Pedro Rodrigues’s medium length O corpo de Afonso, a highlight of the
noncompetition films, consists of the director auditioning naked men—many of whom are unemployed—for
the role of Portugal’s first king, in a film in which the metaphorical body comes to include all of that country’s
citizens.

Stomach pains, real and imagined, dog Paul, the filmdirector protagonist of Corneliu Porumboiu’s wry
competition entry When Evening Falls on Bucharest, or Metabolism, which contemplates both the end of
celluloid as well as the limits of the body. (The film is composed of eighteen shots, the longest of which runs
eleven minutes.) “When you’re filming, you put what interests you in the center, not at the margin,” a doctor
tells Paul as they stare at video images of his endoscopy. The director shrugs and walks away—a reaction
many had to Porumboiu’s film. However, its careful architecture and one particular dinner scene involving

Corpus Laboris
08.25.13

Joaquim Pinto, E agora? Lembrame (What Now? Remind Me), 2013, digital video, color, sound, 164 minutes.
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NOW IN ITS SIXTYSIXTH YEAR, the Locarno Film Festival remains a cineast’s festival devoted to
discovery. Each August, the southern Swiss town, situated ten miles from Italy (an oasis with palm trees and
views of the Alps), dresses up in the ubiquitous yellow leopard print (as per Locarno’s mascot) to play host to
one of Europe’s oldest festivals. Locarno benefits from a serendipitous combination of Swiss organization
and Mediterranean charm, and as such it offers an antidote to Venice’s glitzy industry influence, retaining an
enjoyably easygoing atmosphere while also championing cinema as art.

This “frontier” festival, as it’s been dubbed, has always adopted an expansive curatorial stance. To put it
bluntly, Locarno exists to showcase films that are “difficult, complicated, or ignored by other festivals,”
according to Italian critic Carlo Chatrian, the festival’s new artistic director, who also asserted the importance
of celebrating cinematic “histories” rather than cinematic milestones. This year’s edition included a complete
retrospective of George Cukor, whose sophisticated 1950 melodrama A Life of Her Own, starring Lana
Turner and historically dismissed as one of his worst pictures, turned out to be one of the festival’s purest
delights.

Chatrian envisions borders as lines that connect rather than divide. And indeed many of the old divisions are
made irrelevant in Locarno’s two main sections, the International Competition and the Filmmakers of the
Present (for emerging directors), both of which make no categorical distinctions between fiction and
nonfiction, narrative and experimental. This year’s Competition included twenty features and eighteen world
premieres, with new work by auteurs Hong Sangsoo, Kiyoshi Kurosawa, Corneliu Porumboiu, Albert Serra,
Joaquim Pinto, and Joanna Hogg. Concessions to local taste do exist, however, and can be found nightly in
the Piazza Grande, the eightthousandseat outdoor cinema, where you can catch middlebrow fare or the
action vehicle Two Guns—an admittedly perverse choice for the festival’s opening night.

The connective tissue among films this year, including the festival’s winners, was an intense focus on the
corporeal. The Competition jury, presided over by Filipino director Lav Diaz, awarded the festival’s top prize
to Catalan director Albert Serra’s unapologetically idiosyncratic costume drama Història de la meva morte,
and bestowed the Special Jury Prize on Joaquim Pinto’s profoundly intimate documentary E agora? Lembra
me. Serra’s dryly comic film—which he described in a press conference as “unfuckable”—follows Casanova’s
(and, by extension, the Enlightenment’s) last days as the debased lover wanders northern Europe and
encounters the dark, romantic forces of Dracula. Featuring protracted scenes of arousal, defilement, and
neck biting, as well as an extended dismemberment of a cow, Serra’s ponderous ode to excess somehow
manages to beguile with its lugubrious tone and painterly digital video compositions. On the other hand,
Pinto’s triumphant return to filmmaking is a streamofconsciousness diary film consumed with the maladies
and vicissitudes endured by the human body in the twentyfirst century. Shot on multiple formats, it
documents Pinto’s yearlong experimental treatment for HIV and Hepatitis C. Much of the film focuses on his
relationship with husband Nuno and their life together in remote Azores, and it features a sex scene as
tender as it is graphic. João Pedro Rodrigues’s medium length O corpo de Afonso, a highlight of the
noncompetition films, consists of the director auditioning naked men—many of whom are unemployed—for
the role of Portugal’s first king, in a film in which the metaphorical body comes to include all of that country’s
citizens.

Stomach pains, real and imagined, dog Paul, the filmdirector protagonist of Corneliu Porumboiu’s wry
competition entry When Evening Falls on Bucharest, or Metabolism, which contemplates both the end of
celluloid as well as the limits of the body. (The film is composed of eighteen shots, the longest of which runs
eleven minutes.) “When you’re filming, you put what interests you in the center, not at the margin,” a doctor
tells Paul as they stare at video images of his endoscopy. The director shrugs and walks away—a reaction
many had to Porumboiu’s film. However, its careful architecture and one particular dinner scene involving

Corpus Laboris
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Joaquim Pinto, E agora? Lembrame (What Now? Remind Me), 2013, digital video, color, sound, 164 minutes.
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Chinese food left me more than satisfied. Architecture, in the form of a peculiar modernist townhouse, plays a
central character in British director Joanna Hogg’s excellent Exhibition, a cerebral, ambiguous film that stars
Liam Gillick and musician Viv Albertine (of the Slits) as H and D, a bourgeois middleaged artist couple
looking to sell. Hogg’s film, which deftly trades artworld satire for a much more mysterious exploration of
marriage and creativity, is greatly aided by Albertine’s fully embodied performance artist, a possible
“objectiphile” disposed to erotic encounters with furniture and merging her body with parts of the house,
which she almost never leaves.

On the other side of the world, pilgrims traveling to a sacred Nepalese temple are transported high above the
jungle via cable car in Stephanie Spray and Pacho Velez’s mesmerizing Manakamana, which was rightly
awarded the top prize in the Filmmakers of the Present section. (The eclectic jury was led by Hartmut
Bitomsky and included Canadian musician Peaches, who treated festivalgoers to a performance in the
Piazza.) Spray and Velez’s structuralist ethnographic film, produced at Harvard’s Sensory Ethnography Lab,
is a kind of antiLeviathan, in which the viewer is constantly aware of their position in time and space: The
camera never leaves the cable car, and the length of each shot corresponds both to one leg of the journey
and to the length of a roll of 16mm film. Passengers, who face the camera and are framed by the landscape
moving behind them (a nod to rear projection), range from a pair of elderly Nepalese women enjoying ice
cream to, shockingly, a quartet of bleating goats—all of whom appear as if by magic each time the cable car
enters and leaves the terminal. Another journey film in this section is Alexander Carver and Daniel Schmidt’s
The Unity of All Things 物之合, an ambitious experimental narrative involving particle physics that was shot in
sites as farflung as Jiuzhai Valley in China and the Sonoran desert, near the USMexico border. The film
takes on nothing less than the instability of everything, from gender to the nuclear family to the cinematic
image itself. Its utopian concerns were echoed in Ben Rivers and Ben Russell’s collaboration A Spell to Ward
Off the Darkness, a tripartite feature exploring variations on collective and solitary experience shot in Estonia,
Finland, and Norway that screened in a section entitled “Signs of Life,” named after the Werner Herzog film.

Herzog, who was in town to receive the festival’s top honor, gave a surprisingly pragmatic master class in
which he voiced support for shooting features on cell phones. His latest “film,” From One Second to the Next,
a texting and driving PSA for AT&T released online to over 1.7 million views, was a late addition to the festival
and played alongside Fitzcarraldo in an example of Locarno’s lateral appreciation of cinema.

— Paul Dallas

The 66th Festival del film Locarno ran August 7–17, 2013.

Alexander Carver and Daniel Schmidt, The Unity of All Things 物之合, 2013, digital video, color, sound, 98
minutes.
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